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Abstract. We revisit the construction of high noise, almost optimal
rate list decodable code of Guruswami [1]. Guruswami showed that if
one can explicitly construct optimal extractors then one can build an
explicit (1− ε, O( 1

ε
)) list decodable codes of rate Ω( ε

log 1
ε

) and alphabet

size 2O( 1
ε
·log 1

ε
). We show that if one replaces the expander component in

the construction with an unbalanced disperser, then one can dramatically

improve the alphabet size to 2O(log2 1
ε
) while keeping all other parameters

the same.

1 Introduction

Error correcting codes were built to deal with the task of correcting errors in
transmission over noisy channels. Formally, an (N, n, d)q

1 error correcting code
over alphabet Σ, where |Σ| = q, is a subset C ⊆ ΣN of cardinality qn in which
every two elements are distinct in at least d coordinates. n is called the dimension
of the code, N the block length of the code, and d the distance of the code. If C is
a linear subspace of [IFq]N , where Σ is associated with some finite field IFq we say
that C is a linear code, and denote it [N,n, d]q code. From the definition we see
that one can uniquely identify a codeword in which at most d−1

2 errors occurred
during transmission. Moreover, since two codewords from ΣN can differ in at
most N coordinates, the largest number of errors from which unique decoding
is possible is N/2.

This motivates the list decoding problem, first defined in [2]. In list decoding
we give up unique decoding, allowing potentially more than N/2 errors, and re-
quire that there are only few possible codewords having some modest agreement
with any received word. Formally, we say that an (N,n, d)q code C is (p,K)-list
decodable, if for every r ∈ ΣN , |{c ∈ C|∆(r, c) ≤ pN}| ≤ K, where ∆(x, y) is
the number of coordinates in which x and y differ. That is, the number of code-
words which agree with r on at least (1 − p)N coordinates is smaller than K.
We call the ratio n/N the rate of the code, and p the error rate.

We can demonstrate the difference between unique decoding and list decoding
with Reed-Solomon codes. Reed-Solomon codes are linear [N,n, N−n+1]q codes,
1 We will use n to denote the dimension of a code to avoid confusion with with the

min–entropy parameter of extractors and dispersers, for which k is usually reserved.



defined for every q such that IFq is a finite field, and n ≤ N ≤ q. Every (N,n, d)q

code is (
√

1− d/N, qN)-list decodable (see, [3], Lecture 8). For Reed-Solomon
codes there exists an efficient list decoding algorithm [4]. Thus, unique decoding
is possible with at most N/2 errors, while by [4] list decoding is possible with
up to N −√Nn errors, and the number of all possible decodings is small.

We focus on the high noise regime, where p = 1 − ε, for ε > 0 being very
small. A simple probabilistic argument shows that (1 − ε, O( 1

ε ))-list decodable
codes with rate = Ω(ε), and |Σ| = O( 1

ε2 ) exist. Also the rate must be O(ε), and
|Σ| = Ω(1

ε ). Until recently, the best known explicit constructions only achieved
rate of ε2. Recently, Guruswami in [1], used an expander based construction to
give the first explicit construction of rate Ω( ε

logO(1) 1
ε

). However, the alphabet
size and the decoding list size in this construction are huge.

Although Guruswami’s result suffers the drawbacks of huge decoding list
size and huge alphabet size it is interesting as it improves our understanding of
the relationships between extractors, expanders and codes. Specifically, it gives
motivation for explicitly constructing better extractors which will yield better
codes.

1.1 Our Results

The relationship that [1] has found between strong extractors2 and high noise
list decodable codes is given in the following theorem:

Theorem 1 (Old connection between strong extractors and L.D.C.).
Let K = K(N) be arbitrary. If a family of (K, 1/4)-strong extractors f : [N ] ×
[D] → [M ] with degree D = O(log N) and entropy loss O(1) can be explicitly
constructed, then one can explicitly construct (1− ε, O(1/ε))-list decodable codes
of rate Ω( ε

log(1/ε) ) over an alphabet size 2O(ε−1log(1/ε))

We show:

Theorem 2 (New connection between strong extractors and L.D.C.).
Let K = K(N) be arbitrary. If a family of (K, 1/4)-strong extractors f : [N ] ×
[D] → [M ] with degree D = O(log N) and entropy loss O(1) can be explicitly
constructed, then one can explicitly construct (1− ε, O(1/ε))-list decodable codes

of rate Ω( ε
log(1/ε) ) over an alphabet size 22polyloglog( 1

ε
)
.3

Note that all parameters are the same as in [1], except the significantly smaller
alphabet size. Using the best explicit construction of strong extractors we have
today [1] has shown:

Theorem 3 (Old connection between explicit strong extractors and
L.D.C.). For every constant ε > 0, there is a polynomial time constructible

2 The definition of strong extractors and dispersers is given in Sect. 1.2
3 If we further assume an optimal disperser then the alphabet size can be reduced to

2O(log2 1
ε
)



family of (1 − ε, 2O(
√

n log n))-list decodable codes of rate Ω( ε
polylog(1/ε) ) over an

alphabet of size 2O(ε−1 log(1/ε)), where n is the dimension of the code.

Again, we show that the alphabet size can be improved:

Theorem 4 (New connection between explicit strong extractors and
L.D.C.). For every constant ε > 0, there is a polynomial time constructible
family of (1 − ε, 2O(

√
n log n))-list decodable codes of rate Ω( ε

polylog(1/ε) ) over an

alphabet of size 22polyloglog( 1
ε
)
, where n is the dimension of the code.

1.2 The Technique

In order to understand our technical contribution we first need to understand
what Guruswami did in [1].

Introducing the basic objects.

Strong Extractors. An extractor is a function which extracts randomness from a
weak random source. A weak random source is a distribution which might be far
form uniform but still has some randomness in it. A standard measure for the
amount of randomness contained in a source is its min–entropy. A distribution
X over {0, 1}n has k min–entropy, denoted H∞(X) = k, if ∀x, X(x) ≤ 2−k. If
H∞(X) = k we say that X has k bits of min–entropy. An example of a weak
random source is a uniform distribution over some subset of 2k elements from
{0, 1}n.

A simple fact is that randomness extraction from a weak source cannot be
done without additional randomness independent of the source. This leads to
the following definition:

Definition 1. f : [N ] × [D] → [M ] is a (K, ζext)-strong extractor if for every
X distributed over [N ] with H∞(X) ≥ log K, the distribution y ◦ f(x, y) is
ζext-close to U[D]×[M ], where x is drawn from X and y is taken uniformly at
random from [D]. The entropy loss of the strong extractor is K

M . ζext is called
the extractor error. The strong extractor is explicit if f(x, y) can be computed in
time polynomial in the input length, i.e., polynomial in log N + log D.

That is the extractor gets an input from some unknown distribution X that is
guaranteed to have at least log K min–entropy and uses some additional log D
truly random bits, called the seed of the extractor, to extract log M random bits
that together with the seed are close to uniform. An extractor (not necessarily
strong) is one where we only require that the log M output bits are close to
uniform.



Dispersers. A disperser is the one-sided variant of an extractor. Instead of re-
quiring that the output is ε-close to the uniform distribution, we require that
the disperser’s output covers at least a 1− ε fraction of the target set.

Definition 2. g : [L]× [T ] → [D] is a (H, ζdisp)-disperser if for every X ⊆ [L]
with |X| ≥ H we have |{g(l, j)|l ∈ X, j ∈ [T ]}| ≥ (1− ζdisp)D. The entropy loss
of the disperser is HT

D . The disperser is explicit if g(x, y) can be computed in
time polynomial in the input length, i.e., polynomial in log L + log T .

In definition 1 we defined a strong extractor, while in definition 2 we defined a
(not necessarily strong) disperser. This is due to the way we use these objects
later on.

Extractor Codes. [5] observed a simple connection between strong extractors and
list decodable codes. Given a strong extractor f : [N ] × [D] → [M ], we define
a code C : [N ] → [M ]D as follows: ∀x ∈ [N ], C(x)i = f(x, i). By definition
the rate of the code is log N

D log M . The connection is summarized by the following
lemma:

Lemma 1. If f : [N ] × [D] → [M ] is a (K, ζext)-strong extractor then the
extractor code C(x) is (1− ( 1

M + ζext), K)-list decodable code.

Also observed by [5] is that extractor codes meet a property stronger than list
decoding, known as list recovering [6]. List recovering deals with the situation
where the ith symbol of the received word is only known to be in some set Si ⊆ Σ.
The goal is to find a code C ⊆ ΣN such that for every given S1, . . . SN ⊆ Σ
describing a received word, there are not to many codewords C(x) with C(x)i ∈
Si for many indices i. List decoding is the case where all sets Si are of size 1.

Error Amplification Using Expanders. The technique of code amplification using
expanders was introduced in [7], where it is used to amplify Justesen code.
Justesen code rate vanishes as the error rate grows. [7] take Justesen code of
constant error rate and amplify it using an expander to get a code with large
distance and constant rate over a large alphabet. Looking back, the amplification
in [7] can be done using any disperser (a good expander is just a special case).

Here is how the amplification is done: Assume C : Σn → ΣD is a (p,K)-
list decodable code. Let g : [L] × [T ] → [D] be a (H, ζdisp)-disperser. Define a
code Cg : Σn → [ΣT ]L. For x ∈ Σn let C(x) be its encoding using C. Given
C(x) ∈ ΣD, we put its symbols along the output of g, such that the i′th symbol
of the codeword is matched with the i′th output element of g. We now look at
the input elements in [L], each such element has T neighbors each matched with
a symbol from Σ. For each input element we collect the symbols of its neighbors
and get a symbol in ΣT . Altogether, we get a code Cg : Σn → [ΣT ]L. A simple
argument shows:

Lemma 2. If ζdisp ≤ p, then Cg(x) is (1− H
L ,K)-list decodable.



Guruswami’s Construction. Lemma 1 shows that an extractor code already
has a good error rate. However, the lower bound of Ω( 1

ζ2
ext

) on the extractor
degree (see Sect. 2.1) implies an upper bound of O(ζ2

ext) on the extractor code’s
rate. To overcome this obstacle, Guruswami uses a strong extractor with a con-
stant error and amplifies it using a balanced expander, see figure 1. As shown
in Section 3, the construction takes advantage of the list recovering property of
extractor codes.

[N] [M] [D] [D]

D

y1y2

yD

y1y2y3

yD

(K,1/4)-Strong Extractor
f:[N]  [D]    [M]

  -regular balanced
expander

zd=(zd,1 ,…, zd,  )  [M]
x  [N]

Fig. 1. The strong extractor on the left has a constant error, giving an extractor code
with 3

4
− 1

M
error rate. The code produced by the extractor is then amplified using

the balanced expander on the right. The balanced expander used is equivalent to some
(εD, ζdisp)-disperser g : [D]× [∆] → [D].

Our Improvement. What we do is replace the expander component in [1]
with a good unbalanced disperser. Studying the problem we discover that what
is needed is a disperser for the high min–entropy rate, that has optimal entropy
loss and a surprisingly small degree. Fortunately, an explicit construction of such
a graph was given recently [8]. Using such a graph, our improvement over the
construction in [1] can be made explicit. For every code built using Guruswami’s
scheme, the expander component can be replaced with the explicit disperser
and improve the alphabet size. As the disperser is explicit, the decoding scheme
mentioned in [1] and the time it takes does not change.

2 Preliminaries

We need the following standard definitions: A probability distribution X over
Ω is a function X : Ω → [0, 1], such that

∑
x∈Ω X(x) = 1. Un is the uniform



distribution over {0, 1}n. The statistical distance between two probability distri-
butions X, Y distributed over Ω, denoted |X − Y |, is 1

2

∑
x∈Ω |X(x)− Y (x)| =

maxS⊆Ω |X(S)− Y (S)|. X, Y are ε-close if |X − Y | ≤ ε.

2.1 Bounds of the Parameters Achievable for Extractors and
Dispersers

Ta-Shma and Radhakrishnan [9] show that a (K, ζext)-strong extractor f : [N ]×
[D] → [M ] must have degree D = Ω( 1

ζ2
ext

log N
K ), and entropy loss K

M = O( 1
ζ2

ext
).

Also shown in [9] are matching implicit upper bounds. The degree lower bound
gives the minimal true randomness needed for extracting randomness from a
weak source. The entropy loss lower bound gives the amount of randomness
lost by the process. [9] also give matching lower bounds and non-explicit upper
bounds for dispersers. Specifically, a (H, ζdisp)-disperser g : [L]× [T ] → [D] must
have T = Ω( 1

ζdisp
log L

H ), and entropy loss HT
D = Ω(log 1

ζdisp
).

2.2 The Mixing Property

An important property of extractors is mixing (see, [10], Chap 9). We introduce
some notation. For x ∈ [N ] we define Γf (x) to be the ordered neighbors of x.
Formally,

Γf (x) = {(i, f(x, i)|i ∈ [D]} . (1)

The mixing property says that:

Fact 5 If f : [N ] × [D] → [M ] is a (K, ζext)-strong extractor, then for every
S ⊆ [D]× [M ], there are at most K elements x ∈ [N ] satisfying

|Γf (x) ∩ S|
D

− |S|
D ·M ≥ ζext . (2)

3 A Better Connection Between Strong Extractors and
L.D.C.

The connection shown below is basically Guruswami’s, except that Guruswami
uses a balanced, good expander and we use a slightly unbalanced good disperser.
Let: f : [N ]×[D] → [M ] be a (K, ζext)-strong extractor, and let g : [L]×[T ] → [D]
be a (H, ζdisp)-disperser. We define the code Cf,g : [N ] → [MT ]L as follows:

1. Given x ∈ [N ], denote by y = (y1, . . . , yD) ∈ [M ]D where yi = f(x, i).
2. Put the symbols (y1, . . . , yD) ∈ [M ]D along g’s range [D]. Each element

` ∈ [L] has T neighbors in [D]. Collect from each neighbor the symbol that
was put along it. I.e., for each ` ∈ [L] define w` = (w`,1, . . . , w`,T ) ∈ [M ]T ,
where w`,t = yg(`,t).

3. The encoding of x is defined to be

Cf,g(x) = (w1, . . . , wL) . (3)



See figure 2 for an illustration of the construction. We claim:

Lemma 3. If the extractor f and the disperser g are as above, and if M ·D ≥
L·T

1−ζext−ζdisp
, then Cf,g is (1− H

L ,K)-list decodable.

An eye on figure 2 might be helpful while reading the proof.

Proof. Let z = (z1, . . . , zL) ∈ [MT ]L be an arbitrary word in [MT ]L. From z we
build a set S as follows. For each 1 ≤ ` ≤ L, we look at z` = z`,1, . . . , z`,T and
we build the set S` ⊆ [D]× [M ] by:

S` = {(g(`, t), z`,t)|1 ≤ t ≤ T} . (4)

S` represents what z` thinks y1, . . . , yD are in locations g(`, 1), . . . , g(`, T ). We
define the set S of z = (z1, . . . , zL) to be

⋃L
`=1 S`.

Suppose a codeword Cf,g(x) ∈ [MT ]L agrees with z on a set H ⊆ [L] of size
at least H. Now, if ` ∈ H then (i, f(x, i)) ∈ S` for every i ∈ [D] such that i is
a neighbor of l in g (because the lth coordinate is the concatenation of all the
symbols along the neighbors of ` in g). Since g is a (H, ζdisp)-disperser, the set
of neighbors of H has at least (1− ζdisp)D elements. Hence, |Γf (x) ∩ S| ≥ (1−
ζdisp)D. Noting that |S| ≤ L ·T , and using the assumption M ·D ≥ L·T

1−ζext−ζdisp
,

we see that |S|
MD ≤ 1− ζext − ζdisp and together

|Γf (x) ∩ S|
D

− |S|
MD

≥ ζext . (5)

By Fact 5 we conclude that there are at most K x’s for which Cf,g(x) agrees with
z on at least H coordinates. Hence the code is (1− H

L ,K)-list decodable. ut

3.1 What Makes the Difference

First, let us have a second look at Guruswami’s construction. A strong extractor
gives a list decodable code that can correct 1 − α noise with α2 penalty in the
rate, and so we do not lose much when α is a constant. Indeed, on the left of
figure 2 we use a strong extractor for a constant error rate.

We are then left with the task of amplifying the error. For that Guruswami
uses a balanced expander. The property that we need from the expander, is that
every set (of relatively small cardinality H) on the right hand side (of figure
2) sees almost all of the vertices on the left hand side as its neighbors (more
precisely 1− ζdisp of them).

Taking a balanced expander does the job, but at the cost of enlarging the
disperser degree T . This is because H vertices can have at most HT neighbors,
and so if H is small and HT is almost D, we must have a disperser with a large
degree T . On the other hand, if we take a larger right hand side L (such that
H is roughly D) we can use a much smaller degree T and still have the same
property.

To see how the parameters behave, we notice that the size of the alphabet is
determined by T (and so we get a much smaller alphabet size) and the rate is



determined by L·T and L should be H/ε (to provide the necessary amplification).
The fact that L is larger does not translate to an inferior rate, because T is
smaller and so L ·T stays exactly as in Guruswami’s construction. We thus keep
the rate while dramatically reduce the alphabet size.

For this to work we need a good disperser that works for the high min–
entropy setting (where H is very close to L) and tiny degree (the optimal is
O(log(L/H)). Luckily, the recent Zig-Zag construction [8] explicitly constructs
such a graph.

[N] [M]=O(K) [D] [L]

D

y1
y2

yD

g(l,1)

T

Cf,g(x)=w1,…, wL

(K,  ext)-Strong Extractor
f:[N]  [D]    [M]

(H,  disp)-Disperser
g:[L]  [T]    [D]

zl=(zl,1 ,…, zl,T)  [M]T
x  [N]

z1

zL

.  .  .
.  .  .

g(l,2)

g(l,T)

y1
y2

yD

w1

wL

.  .  .
.  .  .

wl

Fig. 2. The neighbors of x ∈ [N ] on the left: (y1, . . . , yD) are ”put” along the dis-
perser’s output [D], defining for each l ∈ [L] an ordered vector of its neighbors
wl = (wl,1, . . . , wl,T ) ∈ [M ]T . The vector wl is the lth symbol in the codeword Cf,g(x).
z = (z1, . . . , zL) is an arbitrary word in [MT ]L. zl ∈ [M ]T is the lth coordinate of z
and g(l, 1), . . . , g(l, T ) are the neighbors of l ∈ [L] in g. Each neighbor g(l, t) of l is
associated with zl,t ∈ [M ], the tth element of zl. The pairs {(g(l, t), zl,t)}t=1,...,T form
the set Sl ⊂ [D] × [M ]. An agreement between zl and wl implies that yt = zl,t for all
1 ≤ t ≤ T , i.e. agreement on t out of the D symbols (y1, . . . , yD). An agreement between
z and Cf,g(x) on H coordinates will thus translate to an agreement on (1− ζdisp)D of
the symbols (y1, . . . , yD).

3.2 Analyzing the Parameters

We now find out the parameters of the extractor and disperser to be used in
the construction, so as to get a (1− ε, O( 1

ε ))-list decodable code. These param-
eters must not violate the lower bounds of the extractor and disperser, and the



condition of Lemma 3. Since the components’ lowers bounds have matching non-
explicit upper bounds, the parameters we find give a non-explicit construction
for the desired code.

The Constraints. First, we write down all the constraints. The bounds we give
are both lower bounds, and achievable by non-explicit constructions. We have:

D = Ω

(
1

ζ2
ext

· log
N

K

)
. (6)

M = O
(
Kζ2

ext

)
. (7)

T = Ω

(
1

ζdisp
· log

L

H

)
. (8)

D = O

(
HT

log 1
ζdisp

)
. (9)

M ·D ≥ L · T
1− ζext − ζdisp

. (10)

The first two equations are the degree and entropy loss of the extractor, the
third and fourth are the degree and entropy loss of the disperser, and the fifth
is the construction bound that guarantees that the set S is small in [D]× [M ].

A Specific Choice of Parameters. We now choose parameters. We first set
ζext, ζdisp to be small constants, say we set both to be 1

4 . In order to get a
(1− ε, O( 1

ε ))-list decodable code we set K to be K = Θ( 1
ε ). With these choices

we have D = Θ(log(N)), and M = Θ(K) = Θ(1
ε ). We also set H

L = ε. This
implies that T = Θ(log( L

H )) = Θ(log 1
ε ). To satisfy Equation (9) we need to take

H = Θ(D
T ) = Θ( log(N)

log 1
ε

) which implies that L = H
ε = Θ( log(N)

ε·log( 1
ε )

). Finally, we

check Equation (10). We see that M ·D = Θ( log(N)
ε ) and L · T = Θ( log(N)

ε ), so
with the proper choice of constants the equation holds. We let N = 2n and ε > 0
be our basic parameters. We summarize all other parameters as functions in n
and ε. We have,

K = Θ

(
1
ε

)
. (11)

D = Θ (n) . (12)

M = Θ

(
1
ε

)
. (13)

L = Θ

(
n

ε · log( 1
ε )

)
. (14)



H = Θ

(
n

log( 1
ε )

)
. (15)

T = Θ

(
log

1
ε

)
. (16)

Thus, rate = log N
L·T log M is Θ

(
ε

log( 1
ε )

)
, and the alphabet size |Σ| = MT is

2O(log2( 1
ε )). This proves that using the best implicit disperses one gets the pa-

rameters stated in footnote of Theorem 2.

4 Explicit Constructions

We now make the construction explicit by plugging in explicit disperser and
explicit strong extractor. Naturally, the parameters deteriorate. As before, we
set the extractor and disperser errors to be constants, say ζext = ζdisp = 1

4 . We
note that (10) now becomes, L · T ≤ 1

2 ·M ·D

4.1 Using Explicit High Min–entropy Optimal Loss Disperser

As suggested by the parameters chosen in 3.2, the construction requires a high
min–entropy disperser with optimal entropy loss. Such a disperser is given by
[8] in the extractors’ analogue of the Zig-Zag construction. Specifically:

Fact 6 ([8]) For every L and ε > 1√
L
, there exists an explicit construction of

(εL, 1
4 )-disperser g : [L] × [T ] → [D], with T = 2polyloglog( 1

ε ), and entropy loss
εL·T

D = O(1).

We now prove Theorem 2:

Proof. The disperser from Fact 6 has Θ(1) entropy loss. Let C1, C2 be the
constants which bound this entropy loss from below and from above accordingly.
Let C3 be the constant behind the extractor degree O(·) notation from the
assumption, where D = O(log N).

Let ε > 0, and T = 2polyloglog( 1
ε ) as in Fact 6. We let M = 2·C2

ε , N >

2
2T

ε·C3(C1+C2) , D = C3 log N , L = C1+C2
2 · D

εT and K = Θ(M). By the choice of
N , we have that ε > 1√

L
. Thus, by Fact 6 there is an explicit construction of

(εL, 1
4 )-disperser g : [L]× [T ] → [D] and by the assumption there is a (K, 1/4)-

strong extractor f : [N ]× [D] → [M ]. Finally, by the choice of M , LT ≤ 1
2MD,

and we satisfy constraint (10). Lemma (3) now gives the desired list decodable
code. ut

4.2 Using an Explicit Extractor

As mentioned in [1], and shown in Sect. 5, in order to keep the rate strictly
greater than zero, we need an extractor with degree D = O(log N). The best
explicit construction to date of a strong extractor, which achieves the required
degree is due to [11].



Fact 7 ([11]) For Every m =m(n), k = k(n) and ζ= ζ(n) such that
3m

√
n log(n/ζ) ≤ k ≤ n, there is an explicit family of (k, ζ)-strong extractors

En : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}d → {0, 1}m with d = log n + O(log m
ζ ).

Denoting N = 2n, K = 2k, D = 2d, and M = 2m, Plugging the above
extractor in the construction, we prove Theorem 4:

Proof. Let ε > 0, T = 2polyloglog( 1
ε ) as in Fact 6. Let C1, C2 be as in the proof

of Theorem 2. Let C3 be the constant behind the extractor degree O(·) notation
from Fact 7, where d = log n + O(log m

ζ ).

Let M = 2·C2
ε , N > 2

2T

ε·(C1+C2)·22·C3 ·(log M)C3 , such that 2
√

log N
log log N > M6. Let

K = M6
√

log N log log N , D = 22·C3 log N(log M)C3 and L = C1+C2
2 · D

εT . By Fact
7 and by the choice of N , K and M there is an explicit (K, 1

4 )-strong extractor
f : [N ]× [D] → [M ]. By the choice of N , 1√

L
< ε and there is an explicit (εL, 1

4 )
disperser g : [L]× [T ] → [D]. Finally, by the choice of M we have LT ≤ 1

2MD,
and constraint (10) is satisfied. Applying Lemma 3 gives the desired code.

Encoding an element x ∈ [N ] is consisted of finding Γf (x), and finding
Γg(l) = {g(l, j)|j ∈ [T ]} for each l ∈ [L]. Thus, the explicitness of the code
is straightforward from the explicitness of the disperser g and the extractor f
above. ut

5 On the Optimality of the Parameters Choice

We now take a closer look at the parameters. Specifically, we show that the
parameters chosen in Sect. 3.2, which give good but sub optimal rate and alpha-
bet size w.r.t. the non explicit construction, are the best possible in the above
construction. The following claim summarizes the various relations between the
parameters and their optimality.

Lemma 4. In the construction given in Sect. 3, for any choice of parameters
satisfying error rate of 1− ε the following holds:

1. Decoding list size of O( 1
ε ) and rate bounded away from zero implies that the

rate and alphabet size cannot be better (up to constant factor) than those in
Sect. 3.2.

2. Decoding list size of O( 1
ε ) implies disperser and extractor with optimal en-

tropy loss (namely, HT
D = O(1) and K

M = O(1)).
3. An almost optimal rate of O( ε

log 1
ε

) implies extractor’s degree D = O(log N).

4. Almost optimal rate of O( ε
log 1

ε

) and |Σ| = 2O(log2 1
ε ) imply an optimal en-

tropy loss disperser (namely, H·T
D = O(1)).

For lack of space we give only the proof of 1.

Proof. Having an error rate of 1−ε, we have H = εL. We first show that M must
be Θ( 1

ε ): Decoding list of size 1
ε implies that K = 1

ε , and by (7) M = O(K) =



O( 1
ε ). By (10) M ≥ L·T

D . Since L = H
ε , and since (9) implies T = Ω(D

H ), we
have M ≥ L·T

D = Ω( 1
ε ). Altogether M = Θ( 1

ε ). By the construction, rate =
log N

L·T log M , (10) implies L · T ≤ M · D, and so rate ≥ log N
M ·D log M = Θ( ε log N

D log 1
ε

).
Thus, in order to bound the rate away from zero, we must take D = O(log N),
which gives rate = Ω( ε

log 1
ε

). As for the alphabet size |Σ| = MT . M = Ω( 1
ε ),

and by (8) T = Ω(log 1
ε ), thus, |Σ| = ( 1

ε )Ω(log 1
ε ) ut
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